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Theramatic Beds

Variable Height and 
Profiling mechanism

Theramatic - upholstered enclosures
Modelled on a domestic appearance in a fabric and style of your 
choice.

Theraposture’s stylish range of upholstered beds are designed to look like divan beds found 
typically in a domestic situation.

The upholstered range of adjustable beds from Theraposture are built using the same high 
quality metal mechanisms as we use in the solid oak range – the only difference is the way the 
beds look.

For those who prefer to have a fabric divan style surround to their bed, there is a choice of:

 1 Belgian Damask   2  Faux leather
 3  Ultra leather   4  Waterproof Panvelle
 Or any other fabric that you like

Separable halves
With an upholstered surround it is possible to have two individual matching enclosures than 
latch together (because the enclosures are much lighter that the oak).

This allows for separation of the two sides to gain access to both sides of either half. For 
situations where carers are involved, this is a great help in reducing the risk of back injury. One 
or both beds will be mounted on locking castors allowing easy separation.

If you require your bed to be separable, your double headboard will have to be mounted on 
the wall,or if on beds will need to be two separate headboards. The Theraposture latching 
device provides an easy way to split the two bed halves and then re-secure. The use of castors 
can provide access for a hoist if needed.

Upholstered beds for individuals
Theraposture’s stylish range of upholstered beds are designed to look like divan beds found 
typically in a domestic situation. They also help overcome everyday difficulties through their 
functionality and provide you with the opportunity to remain independent in your own home 
without the sacrifice of intrusive adaptation. Beds for individuals can be any size and can have 
any function to help with everyday positioning and transfer difficulties. (See our accessories 
page for function and size options).

Who said that a single bed has to be 3’ (90cm) wide? Your upholstered Theraposture bed can 
be any size that you choose up to 5’ (152cm) wide.

For complimentary furniture, Theraposture’s collection of oak bedside cabinets, chests of 
drawers and wardrobes perfectly suit this upholstered bed range (see our accessories page).

Individual options available

Profiling only mechanism

Easy to use hand control 
with contrasting buttons

Separable halves
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